The broad Seem family offers many options to unite a space with lines of light and create a contemporary aesthetic. Find out more at focalpointlights.com/seem.
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Seem 1 Family

A narrow, nominal 1.5" aperture LED luminaire that delivers design flexibility with a clean visual aesthetic, Seem 1 supports diverse applications with modern finishes, individual lengths, and continuous runs in a variety of mounting styles: recessed, suspended, surface mount, and wall mount. Several shielding, color temperature, and distribution options provide the perfect blend of high performance and visual comfort.

The broad family goes beyond illumination with an acoustic luminaire and baffle system that leverages the narrow aperture and advanced light engine of Seem 1 while mitigating reverberation issues to deliver more comfortable environments.

### Shielding Options
- Grid
- Drywall/Hard Ceiling
- Suspended/Surface/Wall
- Suspended Acoustic

### Distribution Options
- Point Source Options
  - Distributions
    - Lumens/FT
    - Color Temp (K)
    - CRI
    - Lengths
    - Patterns

### Lumens/FT Options

### Color Temp (K) Options

### CRI Options

### Lengths Options

### Patterns Options

---

Some option restrictions apply. Refer to product cut sheets for detailed options offered for each product, available at focalpointlights.com.
Seem Family

The broad Seem family, with nominal apertures from one to six inches, offers many options to unite a space with lines of light and create a contemporary aesthetic. Find out more at focalpointlights.com/seem.